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ABSTRACT

In (he present work we study some topics of spectruins with morphisms and then define
a cohomology construction for compact Huusdorff spaces over a chain complex as ihe coefficient
group. It is proved that this construction is fi-functor.
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(>. INTRODUCTION
The cohomology theory is one of the most important subjects in algebraic

topology, its axiomatic characterization has been given firstly by S.Eilenbcrg
and N.Stecnrod, [8], as that for homology theory. Its importance is due to
the fact that an algebraic representation of topology converts topological
problems into algebraic ones,to the end that with sufficiently many repre-
sentations,tho lopological problems will be solvable if (and only if) all the
corresponding algebraic problems are solvable.

Many definitions have been given for extending the cohomology theory of
complexes to arbitrary topological spaces.At present, the two theories most
commonly are the Alexandrov-Cech, [6], [8j, and the singular theories, |7),
[8|. It is known that there exist compact Hausdorff spaces on which these two
theories differ. A different definition was given by J.W.Alexander, [5],who
constructed cohomotogy groups for compact metric spaces using functions
of sets of points in the space. These groups, with suitable choice of the
coefficient groups,are isomorphic to Alexandrov-Cech cohomology groups.
Inasmuch as the definition involving functions is simpler than the definition
in terms of covering,usually used to obtain the Alexandrov-Cech groups,a
generalization of Alexander's definition, [5], applicable to arbitrary space is
desirable. B.ILSpanier, [14],has suggested such a definition which is valid
for any space and is even somewhat simpler than Alexander's definition. On
compact Hausdorff spaces,these groups agree with the Alexandrov-Cech co-
homology groups. However,the most widespread cohomotogy theory applica-
ble in sufficiently wide categories of topological spaces ia the Alexandrov-Cech
cohomology theory (spectral cohomology).

It is known that the concept of a group spectrum and its limit group yield
a particularly elegant method for defining the Alexandrov-Cech homology
and cohomology groups.It has shown in [9] that these fundamental group-
theoriUc notions can also be applied to define the connectivity groups.in the
sense of singular homology theory. With this approach,the singular homology
groups appear as direct limits and the singular cohomotogy groups are inverse
limits,in exact contrast with Alexandrov-Cech theory. In view of the direct
limit concept, it ia introduced in jl] the idea of the the projective homology
groups of compact spaces which is a generalization of the homology groups
of Steenrod, [I6j. In [3] it is discussed a generalization of the concept of the
direct limit groups, [9]. Using this idea the projective homology construction
over a. chain complex has introduced and studied in [4].

1.LIM1TS FOR IVERSE SPECTRUMS WITH M O R r H I S M S
Here we discus a slight generalization of the concept of inverse systems,

|8], [15], to include the case where there may be more than one morphism
between two objects of the spectrum .

Lot M be adirected set and {Ga} a system of sets |topological spaces, or
abclian groups, or compact Hausdorff abelian groups] indexed by M. For
each n < 0 in M,dofmed a nonempty set Mor[0,a) of functions [continuous
maps, or ho mo morphisms, or continuous homomorphisms] irV of Gp into

T "



Ga. The collection T = {G,,,irl
IJU;M} is called an inverse spectrum with

morphisms [ maps, or homomorphisms, or continuous homomorphisms ) over
M (abbreviated: spectrum) if the following are satisfied:

J. for each aeM there is an identity xn,,eMor(a,a],

2. whenever a < 0 < y , KflneMor(0,a) and x^eAforJ-n,/?)

then jr^Tr^eJWor^a) .
The inverse limit G^ = UmT of the spectrum T is a subset of the product

rio.Af G " i consisting of those elements g = {g,,} such that TJ,,,(9/J) = ?,.
for each 7rj,uE-Afor(0,a). If we associate to every geGoa its a-representative
<7fI1we obtain the a -projective morphism irn : £?„, —> Ga. It is easy to
verify the following property:

SI. If a < P in Af, then irp,,xp = T« for each ,a) .

If T is a spectrum with homomorphisms then the addition in (?„, is defined
as usual, [9].If T is a spectrum with continuous homomorphisms,then the
topology on Goo is the relative topology of the product topology of f[<i.M **«

The sets and morphisms of T that correspond to the elements and relations
in a directed subset M' of M form a spectrum T" = {G'a,ir'pa;A4'} which is
called a subspectrum of T.

A map
* : T — * T, = {#„/; ;„; JV} (1.1)

consists of an order-preserving map 4> : N —> M and the morphisms |
maps, or homomorphisms, or continuous homomorphisms ] <j>p : G^{p) —>
llp, such that if p < a, then ,for any f^peMor{a,p), there exists "^(J^i, ,^
Mor{<j>{o),4>{p)) for which 4>^iUM = />„*.•

The composition of the map 4> and the map

is defined to consist of the compositions 0 î and 0f)^0(

It is easy to verify that the inverse spectrums with morphisms [ maps, or
homomorphisms, or continuous homomorphisms ] form a category /nmS [
JnmL, or /nm9, or / n m 9 j where % | L, or 5, or £?„ ] denotes the cate-
gory of sets [ topological spaces, or abelian groups, or compact HausdorfT
abelian groups ] and their functions [continuous maps, or homomorphisms,
or continuous homomorphisms].
DEFINITION 1.1. If V is a subspectrum of T, then the inclusion map

tj> : M' —> M and the identity maps <j>,, • G" —> G'lt, a tM' , form a map
/ : T —> T' called the injection map.If M' — M, / is the identity map .

Thn map * in (l.l) defines a function [continuous map, or homomorpliism,
or continuous homomorpliism] (£„, : GOQ —> / / „ as follows: if geO^ arui
peN, put hv — <j>,,{g^(,,j) , whore 9j,(,,i is the 0(p)-reprcseu(.alive of y. if
p < a, then fi,,{ha) ~ h,, ,for each /^(ltA/or((T,^). Tlicreforo, h - {fit,} is an

element of //„,. Define <^n(fl) = A. ^oa is called the inverse limit of 4>. It is
not difficult to prove the following.

52.^,7r^,((1) = /,,<*«, , for each peN .

53. If T^,, and flp are continuous homomorphisms then 4><x '• Ga> —* Haa
is continuous.

54. If T" is a cofinal subspectrum of a spectrum T ,i.e.M' is cofinal subset
of M, then ioo : G™ —> G'^, is an injective function.
55. The operation of assigning an inverse limit G^, to each spectrum T
and an inverse limit morphism ^ c to each map of spectrums * form a
covariant functor from the category Inm% \ InmL, or InmS, or 7nm3le]
to the category $ | L, or 3 , or 3O j .

56. If * , # ' : T —» Ti satisfy the two conditions: 1. for each peN,
<j>(p) < <f>'(p) in M, 2.for each peN there exist T ^ , ' ) ^ ^ J e Mor(^'(p), ^(p))

such that 4>'P = *(p)Ti(.^)*l(,) • t h e n * - = *io-
THEOREM 1.1. If T is an inverse spectrum of Hausdorff abelian groups

with continuous homomorphisms,then Goo is a closed subgroup of IlajiW ^'»-

Proof. Let g = {sCT}e n « , M G a , ff /eGM ,i.e. je n ^ M ^ - G o , , .
Then for some a,0eM, a < @, there exists n^asMor{0,a) such that
%lp(Asp) ¥" 9a- Since Ga is a Hausdorff space,there exist disjoint open
neighborhoods Ua and Va such that 9UEJ7,, and Trt

fla{gp)eVn. The conti-
nuity of Jrj,,, implies that Up = (*)ia)~

l(Va) »9 a n °P e n subset of Gp. Let
X = FT-,.*/ -̂ 7> where Jf, = (7, if either -y = a or 7 = /? , and Xn = G7

.otherwise. Then X is an open neighborhood of g in FLUM'-'<•• Moreover,
•X" does not contain points of G«,,i.e., X c ]!»•« Ga — Gm. Therefore
Go,, is a closed subgroup of n<i»M "̂«> |H]»fl3|-
The Tychnoff theorem, [10],and the above theorem yield the following.

COROLLARY 1.1. The inverse limit group of an inverse spectrum with
continuous homomorphisms is a compact Hausdorff group.

DEFINITION 1.2. A collection {Sa>Hpa; M} is called an inverse spetrum of
sequences with homomorphisms [continuous homomorphisms] over a directed
set A/,if for every acM given a lower sequence Sa = {G,,w,^,,,,} of abelian
groups [compact Hausdorff abelian groups], and if a < 0, then there exists a
nonctntpy set Mor"(/3,a) of homomorphisms [continuous homomorphisms]

"'p., '• Sl> — ' S'» s u c t > t h a t

1. for each OLEM, the identity map of Sa belongs to Mor'{a,a),

2. if a < f) < 1 , *'pile Mor'{0,a) and jr^e Mor'(~i,/3) then n},a*^pe
Mvr"(~i,a).

Then, for any fixed integer <j, the groups [compact Hausdorff groups] G,,q
and their homomorphisms [continuous homomorphismsj T^,, ,, form a spec-
trum with homomorphisms [continuous homomorphisms] Tv = {G,,,,, ir'fitt f)\ M}.
Again,thn homomorphisms |continuous homomorphisms] 0,,,,( together with
the identity function of M define a map $,, : Tq —* Tv_i; its inverse limit



is denoted by v The lower sequence S^ -- {G so obtained
is called the invers limit sequence of the spectrum {S.., TJ^,,}•
Using property S5, one can prove that if each sequence S,, is of order 2,

|8|,then S^ is of also of order 2.
THEOItEM 1.2. The inverse limit sequence of an inverse spectrum of

exact lower sequence with continuous homomorphisms is an exact sequence.
/'roo/.From the exactness of {5,,} it follows that /m^a,,,, C Ker<t>al,l^i.
Now ,let J E G « , , , - I with a representative ff,.,,_i = *,,,v^\{g) in G,, ,,, such
that ^oo,v(?) - 0. Since ^ao,«-i(?) = 0, it followes that 4>,,.,,-i (g,,,,,- i) =
0, for each ueM. Since {5,,} is exact, Fa = {<i>a,q)~

l(gn,,,-\) is a closed
subset of £?„,„. According to tlie relation <^<,,,,?rj)<lifl = ^'f.i.-j-i 'f'H.-i > >l

follows that jr̂ <t ^ maps Fp into F , . If fpa is the map so defined, then
{F,,,fpn\M} is an inverse spectrum of compact spaces. It is easy to see
h F G d j F i t G T h f K4p

that Fa, c Go
and maps F^, into G. Therefore Ker4>ai^-l c

2.PROJECTTVE COHOMOLOGY CONSTRUCTION OVER A
CHAIN COMPLEX

Here the projective cohomology construction is defined on the category Qr

of pairs of compact Hausdorff spaces and their continuous maps, over a chain
complex of compact Hausdorff abelian groups:

. This construction is discussed from the point of view of Eilenberg-Steenrod
axioms , [8|.

Let Kc be the category of the countable locally-finite sirnplicial complexes
and their bijective simplicial maps. For each object {X, A) of Qr consider
the set A(X, A) of the triples o = (K,L,f), where (K,L) is an object of Kr

and / : (if, L) —> {X, A) is a regular map, | l | , [2], i.e., for every finite open
covering U of the apace X , almost all the images of the simplexes of the
complex K are contained in the members of U. An ordering in K{X, A) is
defined by putting a < 0, where 0 — (Kx, L1,fl),\( in Kc there exist at least
one map irj- : (K, L) • (KltLi) such that fiir'afl = f. It is easy to show
that \(X, A) is directed set.

For each aeK(X, A) denote by C'^ the group C>'+i(K, L; G') of the (p-+1)-
dimensional cochains of the pair [K,L) over the coefficient group G", |15|.
Let 6''t** : Cjj"£* —• C j ^ ' + I be the coboundary homomorphism, (15|. The
map h' define a homomorphism fej)"^* : C,1^' —* ^!.^t-1 s u c n that, |12|,

The group of the p-dimensional cochains of the pair (K, L) over G is de-
noted by D'/, and is defined by D>\ = fliC^t'• ^ n e m a P Vfi : W,'t -'
O'tl

+l, is the collection of the hinnojnorphisrns \?*'t . : C]'^' > /JĴ + • tic-
fined by

, where t^eC1^ / . One can show that /}„ — is a cochain complex.
The cohomology groups of D,, are {//,','}. If a < (}, the maps {TJI / (} induce
the liomomorphisms i<l

npti : C^* —» C,')̂ *, [12], which , in turn define
the homomorphisms IT^ : £)JJ —> Dj; by n'fla (x^); = t'^.J*}!);, where
[x'p)i 's l n e '"'^ coordinate of IJJCDJJ. The cochain maps {IlJ^,,} induces
the homomorphisms, [8], IlJ,*, : H'^ —• H'J,. The groups {H,1,'} and the
homomorphisms {IIj,*^} define an inverse spectrum with homomorphisms

DEFINITION 2.1. The limit group of the spectrum T>'(X, A) is called the
p dimensional projeetive cohomology group of the pair (X, A) over the chain
complex G.It is denoted by H>'(X, A; G).

Let g : (X, A) —> (Y,B) be a map in £?„. Let g' : \{X,A) —• A(Y,£)
be the function given by g'{a) = (K,L;gf), where a = (K,L;/)eA(X,A),
Then g' with the identity maps ga : H£,(a) —• H1^ form a map g : T"{Y,B)

DEFINITION 2.2, The induced , by g, homomorphism g' : HP(Y,B;G)
—> W'(X, A;G) is the inverse limit homomorphism of g.

Let a = (K, L;f)e\{X, A), The following sequence of cochain complexes
and cochain maps :

0 —> D^hl^.f^D^, — 0 (2.1)

is exact, [12], where a' = {K;f)e\{X) and a" = (L ;f \L)e\(A). Let 6a :
H'^,, —t H%+1 be the connected homomorphism of the sequence (2.1). These
homomorphisms with the map S : A.(X, A) —• \(A), defined by S(a) — a",
form a map I : T'(A) —• Tp+l(X,A) .

DEFINITION 2.3. The coboundary homomorphism ** : HF{A\G) —>
}I''+l(X, A;G) is the inverse limit homomorphism of 6.

The triple of functions H = {Hv,g*,6*} , where // ' ' denotes the projec-
tive cohomology groups HP(X,A;G) which is defined for each non-negative
integer p and for every object of the category Qc , is called the projective
cohomology construction over the chain complex G.

THEOREM 2.1. The triple H is a covariant i-functor from the category
Qa to the category 3C .

Proof. This theorem means that // satisfies the first four axioms of
Eilenberg'Steenrod, |8|. The first three axioms are immediately followed
from definitions and properties of the inverse spectrums with homomor-
phisms. It remains to verify the exactness axiom fo // . Let (X, A)EQ<.
and » : A —* X, j : X —> [X, A) be the inclusion maps. For every
a — {K, f/j/)£A{X, A) the sequence of the cohomology groups of the se-
quence (2.1) is exact:



If 0 — (Ki,Li\fi)eK{X, A) such that a < 0 in virtue of the maps ir[t/V :
(K,L) —> (Ki,Li), then each irl

ltll induce a homomorphism

01 _ /n1'1* n'"'1* n1'''* 1
/»« - \llHu ' n D , « i ' ' W

from the sequence i/ft to the sequence II„. It is easy to show that {II,,,
Qjj,,; A(X, A)} is an inverse spectrum of sequences with contitiuous ho-
momorphisms . Using Theorem (2-1), the inverse limit sequence of this
spectrum:

is exact. It is not difficult to show that X* = j * and pt* = i*, which
complete the proof.
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